Electrospinning-modified Pt/CeO2 nano bandage as a promising therapy to reduce secondary brain injury
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Abstract
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) continues to be a major contributor to morbidity, disability, and mortality in all age groups. Initial brain damage is accompanied by acute and irreversible primary damage to the parenchyma, while subsequent secondary brain damage often progresses slowly over months to years, thus providing a window for therapeutic intervention. The most frequent case which happened is excessive oxidative stress and calcium release after brain injury. Although some traditional antioxidants have been clinically approved, the efficacy is far from satisfactory due to their low ROS-scavenging efficiency, instability, toxicity, or inadequate penetration of the blood-brain barrier. Moreover, the combination of Nanozyme based-bandage with Pt/CeO2 atom catalysis with electrospinning nanofibers N-type voltage-gated calcium channel blocker (SNX-185) is predicted to be as promising as a potential novel to reduce secondary injury of TBI. Therefore, the duo could cut down morbidity and mortality rates because of TBI in the future, noninvasively.
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1. Introduction
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is structural damage and/or physiological dysfunction of the brain induced as a result of the action of an external force, causing temporary or permanent damage to the central nervous system and leading to morbidity and death [1]. The exact number of head injuries is difficult to determine due to a variety of factors. Some deaths, for example, do not reach hospitals. According to the 2018 Baseline Health Survey (Riset Kesehatan Dasar), head injuries accounted for 11.9% of the body parts affected by road traffic accidents, excluding other body parts [2].

One of the major causes of secondary injury from a TBI is an overproduction of Reactive Oxygen Nitrogen Species [3, 4]. Experimental and clinical studies have emphasized the importance of the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) as occurring in the early post-traumatic stages of the injury process [5]. Oxidative stress (OS) leads to irreversible neuronal membrane damage, resulting in a pattern of secondary injury mechanisms ultimately leading to dysfunction and cell death [6]. Recent studies have shown evidence that neuroinflammation associated with TBI can also contribute to post-traumatic neurodegeneration [3, 7].

The body naturally produces endogenous antioxidants, such as superoxide dismutase and glutathione molecules, to inhibit these increases in ROS production. However, if the TBI produces more ROS than the antioxidants, lipid peroxidation, DNA, and protein damage [8]. To eliminate this excessive amount of ROS, an antioxidant is needed. One of the biggest disadvantages of traditional antioxidant bandages is that they can lose efficacy after long-term exposure at room temperature due to limited electron-donating ability [9]. Regarding this case, a nanozyme-based bandage using...
single-atom Pt/CeO2 with persistent catalytic activity is studied to find an alternate non-invasive treatment of neurotrauma in brain injury.

2. Material and methods

The search strategy for this literature review was compiled based on journal sources through search engines such as NCBI-PubMed, Research Gate, and Google Scholar online instruments. Keywords used are traumatic brain injury, Secondary Injury, Nanozymes, SNX-185, Electrospinning nanofiber with filters used are 10 years from publication date. Based on the search results, a journal containing 40 articles was selected, which is appropriate and reliable for our discussion. The level of evidence for this literature review is Level 2A based on classification under permission from the Oxford Center for Evidence-Based Medicine.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Reactive Oxygen Nitrogen Species (RONS) Timely Removal is Essential Due to Irreversible Brain Damage

An estimated 5.3 million traumatic brain injury (TBI) survivors are currently suffering long-term or life-long neurological deficits [11]. However, currently, there are no effective neuroprotective treatments [12] because their effectiveness may be limited. In TBI, primary injury occurs at the time of trauma and the direct result is the deformation of the brain tissue and disruption of normal brain function. Secondary injury is extensive and lasting damage such as neuroinflammation with excessive oxidative stress which is believed as the main cause of neuron loss [13]. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) with unpaired electrons [14]. Mitochondrial ROS production contributes to innate immune activation after cellular damage and stress [14]. Toxicity of ROS to biomolecules causes activation of microglia and astrocytes. As a result, inflammatory and neurotoxic factors are released and increased oxidative stress, hence causing a chronic neuroinflammatory response [13].
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*Figure 1* Time course of measured secondary injury events in the mouse CCI model of TBI [5]

Post-mortem human studies have shown that microglia activation may occur up to 17 years after TBI. This suggests that TBI induces a chronic inflammatory response, particularly in the subcortical region [15]. Therefore, it is essential to protect neurons by timely removal of harmful ROS.

3.2. Traditional Antioxidant Has Limitation and Drawbacks for Tackling Oxidative Stress Damage in Traumatic Brain Injury

Cell therapy has been shown to reduce neuroinflammation and improve functional recovery after TBI16. Studies of several antioxidants have shown efficacy in reducing secondary brain damage, a major focus of current TBI research [17, 18, 19]. When the redox potential is out of balance, it induces oxidative stress, which damages many macromolecules (DNA, proteins, lipids, etc.), leading to inflammation and many neurological diseases [4].

Traditional ROS regulators, such as some natural enzymes and assemblies based on them, have not been well applied in brain diseases due to their low ROS-scavenging efficiency, instability, toxicity, or inadequate penetration of the blood-
brain barrier [20]. For example, traditional intravenous administration of organic enzymes has shown great potential in brain diseases [21, 22] but toxicity remains a serious problem in clinical translation [23].

Therefore, nanotechnology can maximize the therapeutic effect while minimizing side effects [24]. Nanozyme, a stable inorganic nanomaterial with intrinsic mimetic enzyme activity, has an effective ability to reduce oxidative stress in the central nervous system. Compared with conventional antioxidants, these nanozymes have the advantages of stable structure, regulated activity, and diverse functions [20].

3.2.1. RONS Scavenging Activity in Enzyme-mimetic Properties of single-atom Pt/CeO2 in Elimination of Excessive Oxidative Stress

As described above, nanozymes can effectively remove ROS accumulated in the body because they have enzyme-mimicking activity that mainly includes SOD-like (superoxide dismutase) or catalase-like activity [20]. After TBI, a set of oxidative stress (RONS) markers are produced in the brain, while antioxidant defense enzymes are reduced (GSH, GSH/GSSG ratio, GPx, POD, SOD, CAT) [25]. Both CeO2 and Pt have SOD-like and catalase activity [26, 27]. That is, it has been reported that nanozymes have multiple antioxidant enzyme-like activities under the same conditions and exhibit an effective neuroprotective effect [20].
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Figure 2 (a) Peroxidase (POD-like) activity after 48 h; (b) The optimal doping ratio of Pt/CeO2 is ~15% in POD, (c) CAT-like activity of Pt/CeO2 showed a 9.2 times higher; (d) SOD-like activity, of Pt/CeO2 are 4 times higher; (e) GPx-like activity, (f) Pt/CeO2 catalysis endows multi-antioxidant scavenging activities [23]

The aforementioned preliminary in vitron results are for non-invasive TBI treatment with Pt/C catalysts and single-atom bands [28, 29] Pt/CeO2 showing significant catalytic activity compared to ultra-small Pt clusters [30].

3.3. Nanozyme-Based Bandage with Single-Atom Catalysis and Nanofibers Calcium Channel Blocker with for Traumatic Brain Injury

Nanozymes with catalytic activity represent a potential solution for the treatment of diseases related to the central nervous system and ROS [31, 32]. Catalytic CeO2 and redox metal oxides captured ROS and showed protective effects against brain damage [33, 34].

The dressing procedure uses activated hydrophilic polyacrylonitrile fibers. They were then immersed in a special nanozyme solution for 30 minutes. After drying in vacuum and annealing for 1 hour, nanozyme-filled fibers were attached to medical tape for further application to the wound [23].

Moreover, this nanozyme-based dressing can protect neurons by eliminating ROS and reducing inflammation in neurons. Compared to the existing nanozyme intravenous injection, the dressing can be an alternative for the non-invasive treatment of TBI due to its rational design at the monoatomic level without side effects [23].
A nanozyme-based bandage was applied to the brain injury site of mice with TBI. Wound size and area were significantly reduced to healthy levels after dressing, whereas only partial recovery was observed in untreated mice (~50%) [23].

Brain injury also mediates the expression of inflammatory cytokines and recruitment of astrocytes and microglia to the injured area, but nanozyme-based dressings reduce overall neuroinflammation by reducing inflammatory factor levels and activation of astrocytes and microglia [23]. Both in vitro and in vivo results show that nanozyme-based dressings can reduce oxidative stress and inflammatory responses in neurons and ameliorate neurocognitive impairment. It has promising potential for the non-invasive treatment of TBI using nanozymes for single atom catalysis.

3.4. Nanofibers N-Type Voltage-gated Calcium Channel Blocker (SNX-185) with Electrospinning Technique for Traumatic Brain Injury

Calcium ions (Ca2+) are required for the regulation of many cellular systems. Calcium dysregulation, particularly long-term increases in free calcium in the cytoplasm, can have devastating consequences for cells, leading to chronic dysfunction or death. N-type VGCC plays an important role in many developmental and pathological events in neurons and has been studied in TBI models [36, 37]. N-type channels are found in somatic cells, dendrites, and axons of neurons throughout the brain [38]. Preclinical studies conducted in vivo on an animal model of TBI have shown that selective blockade of type N VGCC leads to reduced calcium accumulation in the TBI area, preservation of mitochondrial function, and improved behavioral outcomes when administered to mice after TBI. Shows [36].

SNX-185 is an artificial model with an exceedingly selective N-kind VGCC blocker that demonstrates steed forward bioavailability and greater extended patience in mind tissue than SNX-111 [36]. These statistics propose that SNX-185 treatment, even if not on time for hours after the preliminary insult, can be powerful in preventing or lowering calcium-associated secondary accidents that arise clinically over many hours or days after injury [36]. Secondary insults including ischemia and hypoxia regularly arise after human TBI [36].
Several strategies were said to provide nanofibers including pressurized gyration method, self-assembly, segment separation, and freeze-drying [20, 39]. However, all of those strategies aren't best for wound dressing fabrication as those strategies might fail in imparting ok diffusion of oxygen and vitamins into cells ensuing in failure of cells migration, proliferation, and compensation. On the opposite situation, the electrospinning method changed into said to conquer all the formerly cited drawbacks via generating well-managed ultrafine nanofibers mimicking the extracellular matrices within the human body [40]. In addition, electrospinning is a cost-effective, eco-friendly, and facile method [41].

4. Conclusion

Nanozyme-based Bandage with Pt/CeO2 Atom Catalysis and Electrospinning Nanofibers N-Type voltage-gated Calcium Channel Blocker (SNX-185) may reduce secondary injury caused by Traumatic Brain Injury since it has a relation with RONS scavenging activity in enzyme mimetic properties by Pt/CeO2 to eliminate the excessive oxidative stress. The combination between both elements has no specific drug interaction effect, non-invasive method, cost-effective, and eco-friendly.
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